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Interim Report



Introduction

× Smooth development as planned.
× Small changes in the task timeline and 

distribution.
× Desired goal almost met
× First level finished
× Implementation of other levels that were just 

concepts until now



Current state of the game

User Interface: 
× Menu : 

- Choose one/multiple songs
- Choose level of choice
- Watch highscores
- Pick the skills of your liking



Current state of the game

User Interface: 
× Game : 
- Healthbars
- Point system
- Skill cooldowns
- Intro animation
- Death animation & menu



Current state of the game



Current state of the game

Character: 
- 3rd person character controller
- Animations for running, jumping, landing,

Melee attacks, dying, damage taken

Only thing left to do with the character is a 
different set of outfits based on the level that is on



Current state of the game

Fighting system: 
× Melee : We gave our hero a heavy sword named “The Debasser”, and with that she can 

land three melee attacks with different animations and strength. Every consecutive hit she will 
land onto an enemy will do the same damage but trigger a different animation and also push the 
enemy further back.

× Spells : Spells: We also implemented the four spells we used in the prototype because 
they very balanced and added a great deal of strategic thinking and planning into the game.
Justo to go over them again : 

-Wave: Every enemy in front of our player will receive 1 damage
-Ice age: Every enemy around the player will get slowed down by 70%
-Blink: The player can teleport in a short distance
-Zeus’s wrath: Every enemy gets 1 damage.



Current state of the game

Sound system: 
We also implemented the biggest part of our sound analyzer. Every frame our system 
tracks down the values from 0 to 1 of different audio spectrums :
● Sub Bass
● Bass
● low/mid/high mids
● Complete mid spectrum
● Complete bass spectrum

We can dynamically specify any range we want but the above simply work best with 
most songs. Then those values can be pulled by any other script and help it define its 
behavior at the given frame. Changes were later also made to not give exactly real time 
values but lerp between them to smooth them out and provide better visual results.



Rock/Metal Level

 Our first level is almost complete and from now on 
only requires to be polished. This arena is placed 
on a remote and almost deserted planet 
resembling the surface of Mars. It is red , windy, full 
of dust and rocks and ruled by an evil monster 
named “Minotaur”.



Rock/Metal Level

 Visual Effects :
● A set of lights that look like stage lights. The red ones will react to the high mids 

whereas the orange ones to low and mid mids. There are also a set of panels with 
white light that react to the bass.

● A set of red cubes that change their height depending on which part of the music 
spectrum they were assigned to.

● The whole terrain is made of cubes that get randomly assigned to different parts 
of the audio spectrum and then light up if they overpower all the other ones.

● Every time there is a strong bass kick a wave will travel from the center of the 
arena to the walls and cause the cubes to rise up and slow down/damage the 
player.



Rock/Metal Level



Rock/Metal Level

 Enemies :
The normal enemies of this level are medium sized astral spheres that are made of a 
strange red glowing light. Attached to their bodies they have small fireballs that keep 
rotating around them and when they sense flesh they quickly expand their rotation path 
to hit the player. Those spawn according to the bass beat with a cooldown that is 
dictated by the difficulty the player chose.



Rock/Metal Level

 Boss:
As mentioned above the arena has a final boss called “Minotaur” which appears a little 
bit after the middle of the song’s length. It does not move but sits in the fountain in the 
center of the arena and casts different spells based on how many health it has left. Our 
player has to avoid getting hit by them while damaging the boss at the same one : 
  -Attack 1 : A cross of fire appears and rotates around the boss, the player has to either 
continuously move at the same pace as the boss or try to jump every time a fire column 
gets near him
   -Attack 2 : Random explosions with a 0.5 second delay spawn at random around the 
map, the player has to avoid them and damage the boss at the same time.
   -Attack 3 : The above two combined.



Rock/Metal Level



Jazz Level

Our second level is in a development stage and 
already every detail is noted down and designed in 
an initial stage. In this  arena, the player is 
transferred in a jazz night clubs area with some 
fantasy elements. It is dark, atmospheric and full of 
enemies and here the main boss is The Joker!



Jazz Level

 Enemies

The enemies of this level are waitresses in a human or “dead form”. 
They use weapons like knives, guns or even their disks and will make 
everything to damage the player. Because they are barely … alive 
their AI cannot be described as extremely high but they do spawn 
according to the jazz beats with also a cooldown that is relevant to 
the difficulty of the level that the player choose.



Jazz Level

 Boss - The Joker

Appears after the middle of the song, in the arena, 
underneath a huge shrine which has his form. 

Specific attacks:
1. Laser gun
2. Harley Quinn
3. Laughing Gas



Jazz Level

 Visual Effects
1. Smoke from sewers causing damage to either the player or the 
enemies.
2. Colourful lights exist in the area as everything happens at night 
and can change colors according to music beats.
3. There is a wave of air spheres that distort the sight every 2 
minutes and last for 15 seconds and affects negatively the 
movement of the player.



Popsicle Arena

- Third arena in the game
- Very colorful and lit; many visual effects with particle system
- Rainbow visualizer that corresponds to and changes color 

according to music beats



Popsicle Arena

Music 
The best-suited music is Dance pop

× The up-tempo music with the emphasis on fast-paced beats, prominent 
hooks and build up for the chorus (often with bass drops).

× Testing purposes include songs like “Lean on”, “Animals”, “Shotgun”
× Pop songs’ remixes for dancing/clubbing suit for the Popsicle arena
× NO slow tempo pop music 

All of the above to achieve highly dynamic environment and fast paced 
gameplay



Popsicle Arena

Visual effects
Many appealing visual effects using particle system in Unity. All of them will correspond 
to music:

× Projector lights on top of the arena that will switch on and off corresponding to a 
sub bass

× Smoke and fire effects
× Fireworks shooting corresponding to bass (drops)
× Color visualizers in the environment corresponding to different audio spectrum

There are pillars in the arena that a player can double jump on (ability)
× To collect health points and coins for extra points
× Safe points from enemies and certain spells from enemy boss



Popsicle Arena

Enemies
Creatures summoned by the monster boss:

× Melee weapons to attack the player
× At specific audio spectrum thresholds enemies gain extra speed
× During bass drops, the main character’s weapon, “Debasser”, deals extra damage 

(critical strikes)

Boss:
× Throws big stones at the player from a distance. The player has time to avoid them 

If the player stands too close to the boss, the stone hits and deals damage.
× Casts a spell turning the entire floor to lava that burns 1 HP/sec. Safe point -> 

pillar
× Right after the spell/action, there will be a cooldown during which the player can 

attack the enemy boss and get points. If the player manages to kill the boss before 
the song ends, he gets extra bonus points.



Overview

 



Thank you for your time!

Any questions?


